The V2B Bikepacking (Vosges to Black forest)
is a self-supported, self-organized off road
adventure bike ride. It starts in Germany,
Karlsruhe and quickly goes through the
french vosges mountains, down to Basel
(Switzerland) and back to Karlsruhe
through the German black forest. It's a
very versatile and challenging track for
many reasons.
Against the advice of my doc and my
family, I started the event. I was looking
forward for this too long. I knew I wouldn't
be fit enough for anything close to
podium. I just wanted to finish the event,
hopefully not being the last one.
There is no organization behind it – except
providing a meeting before the start and a gpx-route/track for the ride. There will be some
unmanned control points in between.
The V2B is not a race, there is no starting fee and there will be no prizes.
Every rider is responsible for his/her own safety. Safety is first under all circumstances!
To finish the event, you have to ride the whole published route and proof it by spot/gpx.
There will be a starter and finisher list, published on this website, with all starters and finishers
in order of appearance.
It is all about fun, meeting people and bike packing. Ride it as fast as you can if you want but
comply with the rules and do it on your own responsibility.

Day 1
In the morning of the start it rains. I feel quite ok. Maybe because I invested in a proper
sleep in a nearby hotel. I wanted to be as fresh as possible and I knew it would rain the
first day. The riders are in different moods. Everything between serious and carefree. At
9am the whole group started with their rain clothes on and full of motivation.
The first hours are flat in the profile but what most of us don't know is, that the track
goes through a very long section of single trail. Because of the rain the surface got quite
muddy and slippery sometimes. So no time to chill. Till midday everything is fine. I
quickly see that others have way more power than me, but I have to swallow that for
now. I give my best not to get demotivated by that fact, that more and more people
take over. After 68 km I have the first break at the "café des 4 châteaux" (café of the 4

castles), a tourist place which luckily isn't full of people. A quiche, a cake and a coke later
I feel better. Again other riders pass me. I wonder if they had their break already.
Riding on in the rainy weather, a french rider appears. His name is Louis aka “Mr. TrailMix”. At that point we don't know that we would ride long parts of the event together.
He is smiling, calm and in good mood. We chat a bit and eat a bar. Then we ride on
together - rather slow but steady. We reach a small village with a hotel/restaurant. Louis
wants to ride on. He decides to eat in the bus station on the other side of the road and
would then continue riding into the night. "I'm slow, so I need to move on now" he says
and smiles.
For me it is clear that I needed warm food. I want that pizza and then see how I feel
afterwards. This is all just after 10h of riding, so around 9:30pm. Entering the restaurant
I find a huge group of riders sitting and chatting and enjoying their meals. I think it was
about 8-10 people. We eat together, and they tell me, they would stay here for the
night and continue early next morning. I struggle which my decision...only 120 km
captured so far. But I feel tired, I struggled the most parts of the day and I'm afraid of
my cold catching me in the night if I ride on in that rainy weather.

Day 2
I stayed in the hotel, which the next day, I realize was the best decision I could have
made. I slept well, I even took a bath and the next morning I start with the big hotel
gang of riders. It's still dark, and just after a bit we reach the first checkpoint at 6am in
the morning. The group splits up more and more in the first half of the day. We also met
Louis again, he seems a bit tired. He pushed through quite challenging trails the last
night and wasn't able to take benefit of the night shift. In the second half I was with
Knut, Andres, Moritz and Louis. I really enjoy the company. Normally prefer riding my
own pace but the spirit in the group was nice, and we almost have the same speed. It is
nice to get the other rides to know – with all their different back grounds, different
characters but still with the same passion of riding bikes hard. The climate and the track
in the vosges mountains is beautiful but quite rough. The riders with gravel bikes
struggle from time to time. Some have several pinch flats because of the rocky paths.
For me it is all about staying steady, positive and not get caught by the cold. So I’m
super strict when it comes to change clothes (which happens a lot) during the different
phases of the day. In the evening, Markus appears behind us. He is super fast and looks
fresh. We did not even hear him coming. This is the first time I think: he's a tough one!
All in all the second day goes good for me and after a long climb, more than 1:30h of
climbing, we reach CP2 in the dark.

The only bad news for us: that place is
already closed, and so we have to move on
and find a shelter big enough for the
group. We ride back into the wild and a
little later we finally find a shelter just next
to the track. Everybody is relieved and sets
up their sleeping place quickly. The only
thing I have left to eat was crisps with
cheese flavor and nuts, which I empty. This
night for some reason is the coldest for
me. I wear all the clothes I have but still
freeze from time to time in the night. This
makes me a bit nervous and I just hope not
to wake up sick. The rest of the group is
quite calm. Maybe they're also busy
holding themselves together.

Day 3
I wake up and to my surprise I feel ok! Ok is great! One day more I can ride, I think. The
rest of the group is also in better mood now. Everybody is packing his stuff but still
waiting for each other. To me this really showed the respect of each other and the joy of
not starting alone (what I normally do and also enjoy!) In good mood we start with a
section of hike a bike and don't really know what to expect today. We just know it will
be hard and I wonder how much time I would need to spend in the vosges mountains. I
tell myself that after that it will get easier. This day we all struggle to make distance. No
matter how much we try, we're just slow. For me it's difficult to stay focused and
mentally positive. I'm also not sure how to finish in my planed time frame if this goes on
as slow as the last days. After a difficult day and only 100 km done, we stop at around
11pm and sleep. In this night the first rider has to DNF. Also, some others can't move
further. Luckily none of us.
So the field got smaller and smaller and everybody could see what this track is
everything but easy. Some riders fight mechanical issues, others can't sit anymore,
another rider gets a cold, another has serious issues with his knee. None of the riders is
in great shape now, I think to myself. So it becomes more a challenge of making it to the
finish in time now for the field. None of the riders I meet, expected to be that slow in
the voges mountains. All there is left to do, is catching some good sleep and energy.

Day 4
The night was good. I had a cozy and warm sleep and I feel alright. Just tired but good. My body
seems to adapt slowly to that kind of life. The small wolf pack (Louis, Markus, Moritz and me)
starts late, at 7am. For me it's all about getting to the finish till Sunday and at that point I have
no idea about the second half of the event. In the morning we take a small detour and find a
small hotel. They are kind enough to offer us a table and their buffet. They don't know what
kind of ride we're doing, so they don't know how hungry we are. We eat and drink a lot!
Everybody is smiling. We even get fresh croissants. After this perfect breakfast we head over to
the close village for our resupply. To me it felt difficult sometimes in the vosges mountains to
resupply. A lot of the track goes through tourist places but the season was over and most of it is
closed now. So whenever I see an opportunity, I invest the time to buy stuff, eat and drink.
Leaving the village we randomly fin a rider who had to DNF the last night. It's funny because he
sits in a car. When we pass him I think: this guy looks like Fathi, a rider who was in front. We
have a chat, and he tells us about his knee issues and about the upcoming big climb to the
"grand ballon" mountain. Then he takes a picture of us, and we ride back to the track. We spent
quite some time in the hotel and in the village but the investment was worth it. That climb to
grand ballon (CP3) is long, very long. But everybody felt quite good. It was sunny, friendly, not to
hot and are full of calories.
Then suddenly my left knee starts to hurt. I'm not really able to relax it or take off the pressure
because the track goes up all the time. I have to stop, use some voltaren gel and hope for the
best. It helps for some time but I feel it’s on the edge. My mind is busy thinking about Fathi, who
had to DNF in the same area for the same reason. "Stay focused, stay positive, use the strength
of the others and try not to lose them" I tell myself. Hour by hour we get closer to the top and
the last part luckily is a rare part of smooth tarmac. At around 1pm: CP3 in the pocket! Thank
you left knee, you were very brave. On the top the place is crowded with buses of pensioners.
They come for the cake and for the view. They're happy, and they sing - what a different world. I
feel more and more, that I can't stay in those busy places for long. It's stressing me. Too many
people, to loud and just to different at that moment. I want to be back in my little, simple
bubble and just ride till it gets dark again.
After the long and cold decent we get back into the up and down game. It puts stress on the
nerves and I just want to get out of the mountains and reach Mulhouse. From there it should be
flat for more than 100 km, passing Basel. After reaching that point the landscape and climate
changes. It's a different world and I feel, that the Vosges mountains are behind us now. Markus,
one rider of the group got away in the afternoon while the rest was struggling with the last
climbs of the Vosges. I know that he is out of reach for me. He is just more fit and mentally
definitely more hungry for a good position. For me that's all fine. I ride into the night with Moritz
and Louis, and we find another shelter with wooden benches and big tables, only 1 km off the
track. My dinner for that night: tuc cracker and Nutella (small portions from the hotel) and some
haribos. Perfect :)

Day 5
The next morning if feel a bit
stiff but since we passed the
Vosges mountains I'm
positive. Today would be
easier. Knowing that Moritz
would have to leave us this
morning we pack our bikes.
As I mentioned earlier, most
of the riders didn't expect to
take that long. So did Moritz,
and he planned his family
holiday starting on that
weekend. He had to DNF
because he simply ran out of time. In a small village close to the German border, we say
good bye and I feel sorry for him. He is a strong rider and for sure he would have had
enough power left to move on. But he seems still happy and stays positive about the
exit. There is worse than your holiday at the beach with your family.
So finally it is only Louis and me again. We are in good mood, we move with good speed,
take a small snack break at around Basel and move on to reach the German border,
which also is CP4 out of the six. We reach the boarder around 10:30 am, cross the
wooden bridge and have the first proper “breakfast”: Pizza and Ayran! Afterwards we fill
our bottles and bags and ride back into nature.
The first half of the day is flat and fast. It really gives me good motivation and I could use
a short break of climbing. The second half of the day, a few kilometers after the German
border, the climbs hit back. The part between CP4 and CP5 is about 100 km long and has
more than 4000 meters to climb. And we feel the shift. We are back in the slow
climbing speed. Sometimes we have to push. I'm not sure if it is too steep or if we're just
empty...maybe just not willing to ride it? Hard to tell. We stay focused, don't talk much.
We're too busy with the track. At this point I get nervous again about finishing in time.
It's Thursday afternoon and I need at least half a day to get back home from Karlsruhe.
I'm thinking about to call my boss. How I could explain the situation and ask for one
more free day. I know he sees how far I got, because a lot of people of the company
where dot watching and cheering me up these days...
I did not call them. Not today. For some reason I have hope, or was I just willing to risk
it? To give me pressure which lets me ride more?
Around 6 pm we reach a bigger village with restaurants, and we need to eat. We find a
nice beer garden and eat some German traditional food: “Käsespätzle”. Louis never

tried it but trusts my recommendation. After the delicious dinner and friendly waiters,
who filled our dirty water bottles, we pack and start climbing with full bellies. At around
9pm we pass a shelter right next to the track. How mean! We are tired, demotivated
from the not stopping up and down and the shelter was ideal. I look at Louis. He doesn't
say anything but I see that he wants to stop. I also want to stop, but it's too early to stop
now. We should ride on at least till midnight. I have not time left. So I say: “OK we stop
here, go to bed early, but then we start earlier tomorrow to compensate the early stop.”
Louis agrees. We're both relieved with that decision but still upset because it was a risk
as well.

Day 6
We slept long and we slept well. At 5:30 am, later than planned we move. The next climb is right
in front of the shelter. 10 meters flat and then up...and up. This is really hard for me. I'm still
cold, stiff and just not really awake. Luckily I get into some concentrated tunnel vision and move
steady. At that point I'm just happy with steady movement. Louis isn't that lucky this morning.
He struggles and moves slower. A few times I wait at the top but I feel more and more, that he
wouldn't speed up and for me it's difficult to wait longer because the sun was not up and I cool
out while waiting.
I feel sorry but I have to leave him behind. But I move on my own now. Since the second half of
day one I rode with others, but now is the time to do my thing. I have to use the fitness to make
it in time. It became the main goal over the last two days. Less than 40 km to Feldberg (1493
m), which is CP5. 40 km of heavy climbing. Not exactly knowing or realizing, that my speed is
good in that section, I reach CP5 after a short breakfast with two pieces of cake and a coffee. I
look at the dots and see that Louis is quite behind. What I also see, is that Markus (3rd at that
time) is not as far as in the morning. The track would get faster now. The next 4000 hm of
climbing would stretch out to 200 km and this is what I already rode in another event within a
day. I get confident. Confident about to make it in time but also confident to get closer to
Markus.
After loading the next section on my Garmin, enjoying the view up at CP5 I roll down a very long
and rewarding decent. After a longer time I smile and my motivation gets even bigger. The track
profile didn't lie. It gets faster. The climbs are shorter and less mean now. The legs are good. My
spirit is very good (so extremely important. I can't stress it out enough!). For the next hours I
move really fast. Ideal section for me and I don't need a lot of breaks. In between I quickly check
the dots and see me getting closer to Markus. But this guy is watching me as well from the
morning on. I know he is pushing to keep a safe distance. It just motivates me more. I ride
harder, I take less breaks, no stores, no restaurants. I use only what I carry with me. The strategy
works and around 7:30pm I make a proper stop to eat and fill up for my night shift. The body is
still not tired and I want to catch Markus. It takes me longer than I thought but to be realistic:
this guy was faster and rode harder than me all days before. What would I expect? Also, he

realized that he could finish 3rd
on the podium soon. It's good
to sort myself and get back the
right amount of respect. If he is
still fast, I just need to ride
longer. Plan made, bike packed
and off!
The night came and the focus is
in the light beam of my head
lamp. It gets colder, but not as
drastic as in the French
mountains. The small villages I
pass every few hours are dark
and silent. I feel like a ghost
and like the idea that I pass all these places without any notice. Still, in good shape and with
mental strength I move on with good speed. I had already decided to ride through the night to
get in front of Markus or at least catch him in the afternoon. When I stop to eat a bar and drink
from my last half bottle of water, I notice that I overtook Markus about an hour ago. What?!
When? And where? Why didn't see him? Now the goal of the day is achieved and I needed a
new one: getting distance and finish 3rd!

Day 7
160 km left to the finish line. Saturday just started a minute ago. Markus is sleeping and I know
that I would finish this event in time. So I use the pressure of getting a good distance to him and
motivate me to ride through the night.
Around 2 am: the silence, the small field of view and the cold after a hefty sprintish day makes it
harder and harder to keep my speed and stay fresh in the head. No more water in the bottles
and still a few hours till the sun will show up. I have to concentrate: “Don't be stupid now, don't
risk too much.” Especially the descents in the night are a good chance to make mistakes or
oversee obstacles when your eyes are slow. Going uphill I hear water right next to me. I stop
and look around and find a small stream of water coming out of a plastic pipe. Even in the dark I
see its dirty...but I'm too thirsty and I don't know when I will get the next opportunity to fill my
bottles. So I fill two of the three bottles and directly drink half of my third. One more problem
solved.
After another two hours in the saddle, I realize that I can't make it through the whole night. I'm
too tired and my body needs a rest. So I do my best to spot a good sleeping place while I ride on.
Hopefully a shelter, a cottage or something wind and weather protected. I only brought my
sleeping bag, a down quilt and a peace of tyvek as a ground sheet. I get lucky! Just around 4:15
am a shelter appears right in front of me. Tired but still very busy in the head I inspect the place.
A bench. Ideal to get a quick nap and not get too comfortable. I'm about 50 km in front of

Markus but in these events you never know how you perform the next day...also I really pushed
it far, making 220 km with more than 5500 meters climbing in about 23 hours with no sleep. So
50 km could get very long when the body is too tired. I decide to give me 2 hours till the alarm of
my phone starts.
6:30 am and I sit on my bike. These two hours were weird. I didn't really sleep because my mind
was still busy and not relaxing. When I woke up, I was shaking and shivering. I felt like remote
controlled and just watched my body packing the bike. These 10 minutes were very strange but
showed me that I could deal with it. I definitely made the right decision to take the rest and I
feel less tired. Sadly the body feels juiced and so the only thing I can do is move on slower than
normal and hope it’s fast enough to not get caught from behind.
At 8:00 am I reach CP5. The body is struggling. I feel cold, weak and have to fight negative
thoughts and worries. But I'm able to hold myself together. Only 115 km to do! Only 4 big climbs
left! The last 40 km are easy! I eat a wrap, which I thankfully have left and a bar. Not because I'm
hungry, more because I feel I have to and I hope that it would cheer me up.
After the cold decent I find myself in a village with an open and awesome bakery. Ace! That was
last minute. I know I would rather invest the time now to get back to normal and take my time
than to push on blind and dizzy. I can't remember what I ordered but I had to walk twice. People
look at me... I don't know if it was my empty face or the smell. Probably both. I don't give a
damn and start to feed me slowly. Markus is still behind me, but I think he got closer to me.
“Still far enough”, I convince myself. After being fully warmed up and crammed to the max I fill
my bottles in the bathroom and get back on the bike: Better now!
Then, only a few kilometers later the nightmare starts: The first of the four climbs is right in
front of me. At this point I will not get into details. Only 7 listed riders passed these climbs and
finished the event. The last climbs are very special and hard. Especially for the mental aspect.
After the first climb and some swearing (I think this was the first time) I decide to count them
down now. One by one. I have the feeling that the three left ones should give an equal
experience...which they did. At 1:30pm I have my first break since the long breakfast. I feel the
clock ticking. My body and my mind are empty and I need to finish soon or I need more sleep.
Two hours of sleep is just not enough for that kind of riding after all these days. BUT: I'm still
able to move and that's all I need. I just need to be patient and steady.
Around 4:30pm I find myself swearing while I push my bike the last meters till I reach the very
last peak. Oh my god! Finally! Coming out of an overgrown trail I stand on a perfect gravel road.
“Andrew! (the creator of the track) why did you do this?! You mean man!” I think. “There would
have been a nice road!” On top of that another local cyclist with his gravel bike looks at me,
wondering what I did in these bushes... and I'm so jealous that he could just enjoy his training
ride up there. Waiting no time I get on my bike. “Concentrate! Get down and roll to the finish!” I
know now, that if I don't make a mistake, Markus can't catch me anymore.
The last 40 km really feel like an epilogue of a great movie. The track gets easy, later I ride on
tarmac, which was rare. I see my whole journey like a film in front of my eyes. How each day felt
different, how my goals shifted so extremely and how I changed the way I rode, what places I
saw, the different feelings, surfaces, the chats, the ups and downs... I'm close to tears.
30 km to the finish line I do my last break. After a long time I'm relaxed inwardly and eat a

pretzel with a coke. Not really because I needed it, most because I wanted to treat myself, and I
was able to truly enjoy it. The tense “that waiter is taking long”, mind is silent.
Following the cycle paths fast I watch the last kilometers flying on my GPS device. Andrew had a
soul, he finally granted us peace. The rest is easy: I finished 3rd ...
...extremely happy and proud, super tired and dizzy. 6,5 days of riding through three countries,
more than 1000kms and 20 000 meters of elevation.
This is definitely my biggest sportive but also mental achievement so far. What a great
experience! I grew so much and I have a full basket of pure and extraordinary memories.
Thank you so much Andrew and all the helpers to make this event happen for us bikepackers!
Thank you Guten Biken Team for putting together the perfect bike, which had zero (!)
mechanical issues during that crazy ride! Thank you brother cycles for your bullet proof and
capable steel frames! Thank you to all the people who cheered on me and watched me during
the event!

Lukas Eger, Nov. 2019

